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SIX FIGURE COACH MASTERCLASS

How to step into your power and become a magnet for your desires 
Ways to simplify your business and earn more money while doing
less
How becoming your most authentic self and standing in your true
power increases your value and supports you in raising your prices
How to manifest and attract the clients you are dreaming of working
with
My 5 Step Business Systems that allowed me to scale to six figures
as a coach and how you can make it your own

Welcome to the 6 Figure Coach Masterclass. 

I am SO thrilled that you are here, and that you've committed to the
process of saying YES to yourself and creating the life of your dreams.

Today, we'll work on manifesting six figures as a coach.

WHAT WE WILL TALK ABOUT IN THE MASTERCLASS:



Model of Reality

Our internal filters create our reality. When we look out into the world,
we all subjectively see a different reality based on our internal filers.
Each and every person has a different experience of the world based on
what is going on inside of their internal programming.

This is a system that works as a holistic organism within us. We can work
on each part of this system to create a better equilibrium for ourselves. It
shows how by working on our internal programs, the filters change and
our experience and results can be completely different. 

SELF & SPIRIT

NEW: MODEL OF REALITY
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What would you ask for if you knew the answer would be YES?

Pause the video and allow yourself to dream.
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What belief patterns are running in your mind that are getting in the way
of your YES?

Tap into your language - what language patterns are getting in the way
of your YES?
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What is the version of YOU that is living your YES life? What are your
characteristics, how do you feel about yourself, how do you show up,
how do you speak, what beliefs do you hold, what energy do you emit?
Take some time to reflect.
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Let's recap: Who do you want to be and what are the goals you want to
achieve?

Where do your interests lie and what do you want to be known for?
What do you want to become a master at? 

SIMPLIFY
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What is your story? What challenges have you overcome? What
transformation have you created in your own life? 

What transformation do you want to provide for your clients? Where are
your potential clients before working with you (A) and who will they be
and how will they feel after working with you (B) ?
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What is the signature program you want to create? How do you take
your clients from A to B?

What is the outline and structure of your program? What information do
you share and how? I.e. workbooks, videos, live calls, etc.
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Step 1: Decide On What You're Launching
Get clear on your signature program using the steps discussed above so
that you create an outline for something you absolutely love, and are
excited to share with others and offer as a coaching program or product!

Step 2: Create A Signature Program Package
What will you be teaching or coaching on?
How many calls do they get weekly or monthly?
Do they have access to support through voice notes, a Facebook group?
What materials do they get? Videos? Workbooks?

Step 3: Launch In An Impactful Way
You may want to launch with sales calls, Instagram stories, YouTube
videos, a masterclass, challenge or series and the list goes on.

Step 4: Create A Container For Selling
You may want to decide on the dates that your program is open for
enrollment, share when the program starts, and give crystal clear guidance
on how people can join your incredible program.

We'll talk more about creating a sales system below!

We go ALL in on this topic in the YES SUPPLY METHOD program where
you're fully supported on creating your programs, launching, selling and
growing your audience.

BONUS:  Steps To My 5-Figure Pre-Launches
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What is the income you want to make?

How many clients do you have to enroll into your signature program to
achieve the income you want to make?

How much do you want to charge for your signature program?
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What would it mean to you to stand out?

STAND OUT
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If you could change lives, how would you love to do that? What
transformations would you love to help people with? Write down these
transformations:



How to create permanent and lasting change.
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The subconscious, also often called the unconscious, refers to the part of the mind that runs the
thousands of processes in our minds and bodies that we’re not consciously aware of.

  
Every day, your heart beats, your lungs breathe, and so many psychological processes occur
automatically, without our conscious awareness of them. Your subconscious mind also stores

every sense, impression, thought, and impulse that has ever reached your brain.
 

This includes subliminal perceptions, repressed memories and emotions, as well as deep-
seated desires, beliefs, and fears. Most of us walk through life on autopilot, unaware that our
subconscious mind is running the show… re-enacting the same habits, routines, and rituals

based on what has been programmed over our lifetime.
 

If you want to create a big shift in your life, know that understanding the subconscious and
reprogramming can fuel those shifts.



If you could change the entire trajectory of someone's life how valuable
is that? Worth $50, 000? $100,000? A million dollars? Think of how as a
powerful coach, your value and worth is unlimited to the people you
serve.
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How do you want to change lives? What tools are you using to change
your clients lives? Braindump all your tools here:



Techniques for Supporting Clients Within the
YES SUPPLY METHOD Coaching Certification:

Creating
Achievable
Outcomes

NEE: Putting A
Goal In The

Future

Single Belief
Change Technique

Hypnosis

Emotional
Freedom

Techniques
Tapping

Chaining Anchors

NEE: Releasing
Uncomfortable

Emotions
Technique

Anchoring

Goal Setting Installing A Goal In
Future Subconscious

Lacking
Confidence

 Beliefs That Don't
Serve Them

Feeling Guilty or
Full of Shame

Nervous About
Moving Forward

Lacking Motivation
and Procrastinating

Reprogramming A
New Identity

NEE: Anxiety
Technique

Anxious about a
future event

This is just a small handful of the many tools we teach inside my
certification program.
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Step 1: Research
Know your target client, the outcome they want, and the pain points
they’re dealing with. 

Step 2: Results
Know the results you can help your ideal clients create, and start
creating them NOW.

Step 3: Receiving
Start sharing your offer, promoting, and be open to receiving.

Step 4: Repetition
Once you’ve created the strategy, take consistent action.

Step 5: Revenue
Start to create income from giving massive value and being open to
receiving even more for your programs and services.

5 R's Of Rapid Revenue

SERVE
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Who is your dream client that your signature offer is created for? 
What is their age, their occupation, their values, their beliefs, their pain points, their goals, where
are they spending their time online, what content do they consume...

How can you get in touch with your ideal client to learn more about their
pain points, values, beliefs and goals?

If you received your DREAM testimonial, what would they say about
YOU?
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How can you serve your audience right now that will help them now, get
them excited to work with you and know you can help them?

What steps (internal & external) do you need to take to open yourself up
to receiving? 
I.e. overcoming limiting beliefs, showing up online, start asking for the sale....
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What strategy are you wanting to do consistently? This will take some
time for trial and error. Take notes on what works and what doesn't
work.
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SCALE

5 Step Business System

Step 1: Build Trust
Add major value, teach, motivate, believe in your audience and send to
a landing page. The goal is to get as many potential dream clients as
possible to visit your landing page.

Step 2: Send To Landing Page & Capture Their Email
Create a no-brainer freebie that solves a problem (pain point) for your
ideal client (workbook, checklist, video series...) so people are excited to
sign up.

Step 3: Send Your Email Nurture Sequence
Send a series of emails where you provide more value and build deeper
relationships. Show how you can solve their clients and invite them to
book a free call with you.

Step 4: Book Out Your Calendar With Calls
Book out your calls, speak to your dream clients, and show how you can
transform their lives. Do the monthly income math and ensure you're
booking enough calls to hit your income goals.

Step 5: Pop Bubbly, Rinse & Repeat
You did it! You booked your first client and you're ready to transform
their life. Help them get massive results, keep giving amazing value to
your audience, book more calls and transform more lives - Celebrate!
You've earned it.  You can repeat this simple strategy to manifest even
more success and help more people!
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Traffic Sources
Facebook Groups *
Facebook Ads*
Pinterest
Instagram
Youtube
Speaking
Anything with exposure to 
your ideal clients

> 1. NURTURE + BUILD TRUST

Add MAJOR value, teach, 
motivate, believe in your audience 
and send to your landing page OR 

book a call page/application.

Your aim is to get as many 
targeted people as possible to 
your landing page and signing 

up.

>2. SEND TO LANDING 
PAGE THAT ENTICES 

THEM TO ENTER THEIR 
EMAIL

Copywriting pays off 
MAJORLY! Create a no- 

brainer offer so people are 
SO excited to sign up.

>3. SEND YOUR
EMAIL SEQUENCE

 
Send your series of emails where

you deeper build your relationship,
get people to see how you can really
help them solve their problems and

tell them WHY booking a free
strategy/discovery call with you

is essential and so valuable.

>4. BOOK OUT YOUR CALENDLY
WITH CALLS

 
Book out your calls, speak to your
dream clients, give them space to

dream and, share with them how you
can help them to change their lives!

 
Do the monthly income math and

ensure you're booking enough calls to
hit your monthly target!

>5. POP BUBBLY, RINSE AND
REPEAT!

THERE YOU HAVE IT!

You booked your first client!

Now help them get MASSIVE results,
keep giving amazing value to your

audience, filling up your calendar with
strategy calls, helping your clients to the
MAX and repeating this simple strategy

<3 

BIRDS EYE VIEW OF YOUR BUSINESS SYSTEM

What is your business system that you can use on repeat to fill up your
calendar and attract dream clients?
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You’ve laid the foundation to build a six figure coaching business. And we’re just
getting started! We’ve barely scratched the surface on what you’re capable of
doing!

I know you are here because you are meant for more. I know you have the potential
to play BIG and help others along the way. I know you are ready to take the
guesswork out of the mindset work and hone in on methods that are proven to help
you create life-changing transformational experiences with your clients in all areas
of life, by getting to the root, releasing what’s holding them back, and upleveling
massively.

You’ve started the journey already by showing up for this masterclass, but it’s time
to go one step further.

Which is why I’m so excited to invite you to join the YES SUPPLY Method - a
trauma-sensitive, evidence-based, and inclusive approach to transformation.

We help you explore the blend of science, spirituality, the subconscious mind and
energy to create your most abundant and uplifted life, and support others in
creating theirs.

What's next:
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Becoming a YES SUPPLY COACH means embodying an abundant way of being,
a limitless mind, the passion to empower others and being the person who
knows what it means to say YES to yourself. 

Begin the process by stepping into the identity of the coach you want to be with
support and guidance on showing up and believing in yourself.

The YES SUPPLY METHOD combines proven practices like Hypnotherapy,
Emotional Freedom Techniques, Neural Energetic Wiring, and Somatic
Techniques to bring you a complete level of transformation and a wide range of
tools to use in a variety of coaching scenarios. These tools are delivered with
trauma-sensitive trainings, backed with science-backed research and concepts
so you know you're getting the best training.

We give you a structure that can powerfully be used to coach anyone, whether
you’re a seasoned coach, or getting started - you’ll learn how to approach the
structure of emotions, the mind, and how inner conflicts are formed to coach
your clients to powerful solutions, and help them expand their lives from the
inside out. You'll get weekly access to discuss concepts, practice what you've
learned and be coached on what you're working through.

You'll complete your YES SUPPLY METHOD Certification Experience with
business training that supports you with showing up on social media, creating
your signature program, knowing how to sell, and receiving abundance for the
work you do in the world.

Business Training and Support

Practice Your Techniques and Become a Confident Coach

Get Access to Leading Tools and Concepts for Coaching

The One-Stop Shop for Everything You Need

Transform Your Own Mind and Your Beliefs
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Learn More

Becoming a YES SUPPLY COACH means embodying an abundant way of
being, a limitless mind, the passion to empower others and being the person
who knows what it means to say YES to yourself. 

The YES SUPPLY METHOD combines proven practices like Hypnotherapy,
Emotional Freedom Techniques, Neural Energetic Wiring, and Somatic
Techniques to bring you a complete level of transformation and a wide range
of tools to use in a variety of coaching scenarios.

We give you a structure that can powerfully be used to coach anyone,
whether you’re a seasoned coach, or getting started - you’ll learn how to
approach the structure of emotions, the mind, and how inner conflicts are
formed to coach your clients to powerful solutions, and help them expand
their lives from the inside out.

Learn more about the YES SUPPLY Method here.
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Notes:
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